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Let E be a subalgebra of a free associative algebra F (with unit element) 
over a field K. Let I? denote the subalgebra of F generated by the components 
of highest degree of all elements of E. If F is projective as a left &module, 
then E is a free associative algebra with unit element over K. It is interesting 
to compare this result with the results of P. M. Cohn. A similar method can be 
used to recover in rather a simple way a slightly improved version of some 
results of E. Witt on free subalgebras (p-subalgebras) of free Lie algebras 
(p-algebras). 
The more general situation when the coefficient ring K is not a field is also 
considered. 
1. ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS 
FR~HLICH’S FORMULA 1.1. Let F be free associative algebra over a ring K 
(commutative with unit element) and having unit element 1. If R is an ideal of 
F, , then 
H,(F/R) = TorilR(K, K) s (F,2 n R),‘(F, . R + R *F,), 
where F, denotes the augmentation ideal of F and FIR has the obvious supple- 
mentation. 
Note 1.2. A generalization of this formula [3] can be found in Knus [4]. 
A Criterion for Freeness 1.3.1 Let A be a supplemented associative algebra 
over K. Then A is a free associative algebra with unit element over K with 
a set of elements ~2 of A, as a set of free generators if and only if 
(i) H,(A) = 0, and 
(ii) &’ generates A as a supplemented K-algebra and A.JA.2 is a free 
K-module having S? modulo A,2 as a basis. 
r This result can also be found in Knus [4]. The following simple proof is due to 
the referee. 
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Proof. Let F be free associative algebra over the ring K and having unit 
element. We take the set of free generators of 6;‘ to be in one-to-one corre- 
spondence with ~2. Then there exists an algebra homomorphism ofF onto A, 
which we denote by v. It follows from (ii) that 
ker y = F,2 n ker 9. 
kerg?=kerg,.F*+F,.kerFo, 
by (i) and I. 1~ We can now prove, by induction on 1z, that 
(1.31) 
kerp ===F*nn kergn 
for all positive integers n. It is trivially true for n = 1. Suppose that it is true 
for n - 1~ Then it follows from (I 3 1) that 
ker v C F,n n ker 9, 
and, hence, one obtains the required equality. As &,lF*n 1 0, we have 
that 9 is an isomorphism. 
It is well known that conditions (i) and (ii) are necessary conditions for 
freeness. 
Notation 1 A. Let F be a free associative algebra with unit eiement 
over K. We will denote by Fi the K-module of all elements of F whose 
homogeneous components of degree greater than i are zero, for ail i = 0, I,.. . I 
Let P be a subalgebra with unit element of 8’. Then E, will denote its 
augmentation ideal and g will denote the subalgebra with unit element 
generated by the components of highest degree of all elements of E. Hiinally 
we will denote by E(i) the K-module generated in F by all elements of the set 
i-l 
(j (E, n Fk) . (E, n-L), 
k=i 
for all i. 
THEOREM 1 S. Let F be a free associative algebra with unit element over K. 
Let E be a subalgebra with unit element ofF such that 
(i) F is a projective left &nodule; 
(ii) ((E, n Fi) f Fi-l )/(E(i) + Fi-,) is a free IT-module for i = 1, 2,... F 
Thelz E is a free associative algebra with unit element over R. 1% fact ip bi is 
a set of elements of E, n Fi which form a basis for E, n F8 mod&o E(i) i PieI , 
fw i = 1, 2,... , then 
is a set of free generators for E. 
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Proof. We first note that 
8(i) + F,-, = E(i) + Fi-, 
and 
(8, n FJ + F+, = (E, n Fi) + F,-l for all i. 
We take 8; to be the set of all components of highest degree of the elements 
of f$ , for all i. We let 
We now show that & is a free associative algebra over K (with unit element) 
and 8 is its set of free generators. It is easy to see that d is a set of generators 0 
for E. 
The set lJfl & is linearly independent modulo g*a, by the construction 
of the set d, since 
8*2 = f B(i). 
id 
It is well known that H,(F, M) = 0 for every n 3 2 and every left 
F-module M. As F is a projective left &module we have that 
by Cartan and Eilenberg [l, Proposition 7.2, p. 1961. So we now have that 8 
is a free associative algebra with unit element over K and 8 is its set of free 
generators, by 1.3. 
It follows from the construction of d that d is a set of generators for E. 
Further if there exists a nontrivial relation between the elements of 8, then 
it follows that there exists a nontrivial relation between the elements of &, 
by equating terms of highest degree. This contradiction establishes the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.5.1. Let F be a jkee associative algebra with unit element over a 
field K. Let E be a subalgebra with unit element of F such that F is a projective 
left $-module. Then E is a free associative algebra with unit element oveY K. 
THEOREM 1.52. Let F be a free associative algebra with unit element over 
a jield K. Let E be a homogeneous ubalgebra with unit element of F such that F 
is a projective left E-module. Then E is a free associative algebra with unit 
element over K. 
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THEOREM 1.53. Let F be a free associative a~eb~a with unit element over 
g Jield K. Let E be a homogeneous &algebra with zlazit element of 4;: Tkzex E 
is a.free associative algebra with unit element over K if and only if2 
H,(E) = 0. 
Using a method similar to that used in proving Satz 5 of Witt [Sj, one can 
establish the following consequence of Theorem 1.5. 
THEOREM I S.4. Let F be a free associative algebra with unit element over 
a principal ideal domain K. Further suppose that F has finite rank. 1~~ E is a 
~~~moge~eous s balgebra with unit element ofF such that 
(a) F is a projective left E-module, 
(b) F/E is a torsion-free K-module, 
then E is afiee associative algebra with unit element over K. 
Proof. As E is homogeneous, we can choose the elements of d to be 
homogeneous. By Theorem 1.5, we need to show that 
is a free K-module, whereFli) is the K-module of all homogeneous elements 
ofdegreeiinF,fori= 1,2 ,.... Here E,2 n Fcij is the submodule generated 
by all elements of the set 
e now consider E/rE and F/z-F over the field K/TK. As F/E is a torsion-free 
K-module, TTF n E = TE and E/Z-E can be considered to be a subalgebra of 
F/z-F. Here 7~ is any irreducible element of K. 
We now proceed to show by induction on i that the K-moduPe given at 
(154.1) is a free K-module. This is trivially true for i = 1. Suppose that 
contrary to what we want to prove we have that the K-module given at 
(1.5.4.1) is not free. Then, since this module is finitely generated, there exists 
an irreducible element ST of K and an element xi of E, R F(i) such that “xi 
belongs to EA2 r\ Fci) but xi does not belong to the latter module. We now 
consider the present situation on reducing modulo 7rF. We can verify that 
F/& is a projective left (E/vE)-module. Also, by the induction hypothesis, 
cYl mod TF,..., &ii-1 mod nF 
2 A proof of this result is contained in the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
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are the appropriate sets of free generators of E/rE up to (i - I)th stage. 
Hence, by Theorem 1.5, we have that zxi belongs to z(E,~ n Fci)). Now Fci, 
is a free K-module and so xi belongs to Ee2 n F($) . This contradiction 
establishes the theorem. 
2. LIE ALGEBRAS AND LIE ~-ALGEBRAS 
The above method can be used to recover a slightly simplified version of 
results of Witt [5] on subalgebras (p-subalgebras) of free Lie algebras 
(p-algebras). In particular one has 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F be a freeLie algebra over a commutative ring K with 
unit element. Let E be a Lie subalgebra of F such that 
(i) (l?)’ and F/l? are free K-modules; 
(ii) ((E n Fi) + F,-,)/(E(i) + Fi-,) is a free K-module for i = 1, 2,... . 
Then E is a free Lie algebra over K. In fact, if&, is a set of elements of E n Fi 
which forms a basis for E n Fi mod&o E(i) + F+, , for i = 1, 2,..., then 
is a set of free generatovs for E. 
Here we are using the following notation. 
Notation 2.1.1. By Fi we denote the K-module of all elements of F whose 
homogeneous components of degree greater than i are zero, for all i = 0, l,... . 
We have denoted by E(i) the K-module generated in F by all elements of the 
set 
[i/21 
u [E, n Fk , E, n &J. 
k=l 
Note 2.1.2. One can find all the necessary results on Lie algebras for 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Cartan and Eilenberg [l, Chapter XIII]. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 we have the following 
THEOREM 2.1.3. Every subalgebra of a free Lie algebra ovey a field K is a 
free Lie algebra ovw K. 
This is a well known theorem, which was due originally to &rSov. Besides 
in Witt [S], another proof can be found in Cohn [2]. 
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